A stochastic algorithm is proposed, finding the set of generalized means associated to a probability measure ν on a compact Riemannian manifold and a continuous cost function κ on MˆM . Generalized means include p-means for p P p0, 8q, computed with any continuous distance function, not necessarily the Riemannian distance. They also include means for lengths computed from Finsler metrics, or for divergences.
Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to present a stochastic algorithm finding the generalized means of a probability measure ν defined on a compact manifold M . A Riemannian metric is used, only for the algorithm.
Algorithms for finding means, medians or minimax centers have been the object of many investigations, see e.g. [20] , [25] , [13] , [14] , [7] , [26] , [9] , [1] , [5] , [10] , [6] . In these references a gradient descent algorithm is used, or a stochastic version of it avoiding to compute the gradient of the functional to minimize. Either the functional to minimize has only one local minimum which is also global, or ( [9] ) a local minimum is seeked. The case of Karcher means in the circle is investigated in [11] and [16] . In this special situation the global minimum of the functional can be found by more or less explicit formula.
For generalized means on compact manifolds the situation is different since the functional (1) to minimize may have many local minima, and no explicit formula for a global minimum can be expected. In [2] the case of compact symmetric spaces has been investigated and a continuous inhomogeneous diffusion process has been constructed which converges in probability to the set of p-means. In [3] the case of p-means on the circle is treated. A Markov process is constructed which has Brownian continuous part and more and more frequent jumps in the direction of independent random variables with law ν. It is proven that it converges in probability to the set of p-means of ν. Both [2] and [3] use simulated annealing techniques.
The purpose of this paper is to extend the construction in [3] to all compact manifolds, and to all generalized means.
So let be given ν a probability measure on M , a compact Riemannian manifold. Denote by κ : MˆM Ñ R a continuous function and consider the continuous mapping
A global minimum of U is called a κ-mean or generalized mean of ν and let M be their set, which is non-empty in the above compact setting.
In practice the knowledge of ν is often given by a sequence Y ≔ pY n q nPN of independent random variables, identically distributed according to ν. So let us present a stochastic algorithm using this data and enabling to find some elements of M. It is based on simulated annealing and homogenization procedures. Thus we will need respectively an inverse temperature evolution β : R`Ñ R`, an inverse speed up evolution α : R`Ñ R˚and a regularization function δ : R`Ñ R˚. Typically, β t is non-decreasing, α t and δ t are non-increasing and we have lim tÑ`8 β t "`8, lim tÑ`8 α t " 0 and lim tÑ`8 δ t " 0, but we are looking for more precise conditions so that the stochastic algorithm we describe below finds M.
For finding M, we will use a regularization of κ with the heat kernel ppδ, x, zq. So define for
ppδ, x, zqκpz, yq λpdzq where λ denotes the Lebesgue measure (namely the unnormalized Riemannian measure) and
Notice any other regularization which would satisfy the estimates (16) and (23) below and which would be easier to compute could be used instead of the heat kernel.
Let N ≔ pN t q tě0 be a standard Poisson process: it starts at 0 at time 0 and has jumps of length 1 whose interarrival times are independent and distributed according to exponential random variables of parameter 1. The process N is assumed to be independent from the chain Y . We define the speeded-up process N pαq ≔ pN
Consider the time-inhomogeneous Markov process X ≔ pX t q tě0 which evolves in M in the following way: if T ą 0 is a jump time of N pαq , then X jumps at the same time, from
is the value at time s of the flow started at x of the vector field z Þ Ñ´1 2 ∇ z κ δ p¨, yq. In particular
where φ 1 δ denotes the derivative with respect to the first variable. Typically we will have lim tÑ`8 α t β t }∇κ δt } 8 " 0, so that for sufficiently large jump-times T , X T will be "between" X T´a nd Y N pαq T and quite close to X T´. To proceed with the construction, we require that between consecutive jump times (and between time 0 and the first jump time), X evolves as a Brownian motion, relatively to the Riemannian structure of M (see for instance the book of Ikeda and Watanabe [19] ) and independently of Y and N . Informally, the evolution of the algorithm X can be summarized by the Itô equation (in centers of exponential charts)
where pB t q tě0 is a Brownian motion on some R m , for all x P M σpxq : R m Ñ T x M is linear satisfying σσ˚" id, x Þ Ñ σpxq is smooth, and where pY N pαq t q tě0 should be interpreted as a fast auxiliary process. The law of X is then entirely determined by the initial distribution m 0 " LpX 0 q. More generally at any time t ě 0, denote by m t the law of X t . We will prove that the above algorithm X finds in probability at large times the set of means M. Let us define a constant b ě 0, coming from the theory of simulated annealing (cf. for instance Holley, Kusuoka and Stroock [15] ) in the following way. For any x, y P M , let C x,y be the set of continuous paths p ≔ ppptqq 0ďtď1 going from pp0q " x to pp1q " y. The elevation U ppq of such a path p relatively to U is defined by U ppq ≔ max tPr0,1s U ppptqq and the minimal elevation U px, yq between x and y is given by U px, yq ≔ min pPCx,y U ppq.
Then we consider
This constant can also be seen as the largest depth of a well not encountering a fixed global minimum of U . Namely, if x 0 P M, then we have
independently of the choice of x 0 P M. With these notations, the main result of this paper is:
Theorem 1 For any scheme of the form
where c ą bpU q, we have for any neighborhood N of M and for any m 0 ,
Thus to find a element of M with an important probability, one should pick up the value of X t for sufficiently large times t. A crucial ingredient of the proof of this convergence are the Gibbs measures associated to the potentials U δ . They are defined as the probability measures µ β,δ given for any β ě 0 by
where Z β,δ ≔ ş expp´βU δ pxqq λpdxq is the normalizing factor. Indeed we will show that LpX t q and µ βt,δt become closer and closer as t ě 0 goes to infinity in the sense of L 2 variation.
By uniform continuity of κ we can easily prove that U δ converges uniformly to U as δ Ñ 0. As a consequence, for any neighbourhood N of M, µ β,δ pN q converges to 1 as β Ñ 8, uniformly in δ ď δ 0 for some δ 0 ą 0 depending on N . All this will prove the theorem.
The main difference in the method between the present work and [3] concerns the definition of the jumps. Instead of following the geodesic from the current position to a realization of ν, the process jumps to φ δt pβ t α t , X t´, Y N pαq t q. The calculations are much easier, and this allows to consider more general cost functions κ. The drawback is that the implementation may be more complicated.
The cost functions κ are only assumed to be continuous. So this includes distances at the power p, ρ p , which lead to p-means, for all p P p0, 8q. Notice the case p P p0, 1q has never been considered in previous works. This also includes lengths for Finsler metrics, all divergences for parametric statistical models (Kullback-Leibler, Jeffrey, Chernoff, Hellinger...).
The paper is constructed on the following plan. In Section 2 we obtain an estimate of Lα ,β,δ 1 where
is the generator of the process X t described above but with constant α, β, δ. The proof of Theorem 1 is given in Section 3. For this proof, the estimate of Section 2 is crucial to see how close is the instantaneous invariant measure associated to the algorithm at large times t ě 0 to the Gibbs measures associated to the potential U δt and to the inverse temperature β´1 t .
Regularity issues
Let us consider a general probability measure ν on M . For any α ą 0, β ě 0 and δ ą 0, we are interested into the generator L α,β,δ defined for f from C 2 pM q via
We will prove in Section 3 that LpX t q gets closer and closer to the Gibbs distribution µ βt,δt as t Ñ 8. Since for large β ě 0, µ β,δ concentrates around M uniformly in δ sufficiently small, this will be sufficient to establish Theorem 1.
The remaining part of this section is devoted to a quantification of what separates µ β,δ from being an invariant probability of L α,β,δ , for α ą 0, δ ą 0 and β ě 0. As it will become clearer in the next section, a practical way to measure this discrepancy is through the evaluation of µ β,δ rpLα ,β,δ r1sq 2 s, where Lα ,β,δ is the dual operator of L α,β,δ in L 2 pµ β,δ q and where 1 is the constant function taking the value 1. Indeed, it can be seen that Lα ,β,δ r1s " 0 in L 2 pµ β,δ q if and only if µ β,δ is invariant for L α,β,δ . Before being more precise about the definition of Lα ,β,δ , we need an elementary result, where we will use the following notations: for any s P R, T δ,y,s is the operator acting on measurable functions f defined on M via
Lemma 2 For any y P M , any s P r0, 1q and any measurable and bounded functions f, g, we have ż
where dx and dz denote Lebesgue measure on M and Jφ δ p´s,¨, yqpzq is the determinant at z of the Jacobian matrix of φ δ p´s,¨, yq.
Proof
Just make the change of variable z " φ δ ps, x, yq in the first integral, which yields x " φ δ p´s, z, yq.
This lemma has for consequence the next result, where D is the subspace of L 2 pλq consisting of functions whose second derivatives in the distribution sense belongs to L 2 pλq (or equivalently to L 2 pµ β,δ q for any β ě 0 and δ ą 0).
Lemma 3 For α ą 0, β ě 0 and δ ą 0, the domain of the maximal extension of L α,β,δ on L 2 pµ β,δ q is D. Furthermore the domain of its dual operator Lα ,β,δ in L 2 pµ β,δ q is also D and we have for any f P D,
With the previous definitions, we can write for any α ą 0, β ě 0 and δ ą 0,
where I is the identity operator. Note furthermore that the identity operator is bounded from L 2 pλq to L 2 pµ β,δ q and conversely. Thus to get the first assertion, it is sufficient to show that ş T δ,y,αβ νpdyq is bounded from L 2 pλq to itself, or even only that }T δ,y,αβ } L 2 pλqý is uniformly bounded in y P M . To see that this is true, consider a bounded and measurable function f and assume that αβ ě 0. Since pT αβ f q 2 " T αβ f 2 , we can apply Lemma 2 with s " αβ, g " 1 and f replaced by f 2 to get that ż pT δ,y,αβ f q 2 pxq λpdxq "
This quantity is finite, since κ δ p¨,¨q belongs to the class C 8,0 , due to its definition by convolution with a smooth kernel. Next to see that for any f, g P C 2 pM q,
where Lα ,β,δ is the operator defined in the statement of the lemma, we note that, on one hand,
and on the other hand, for any
by Lemma 2. After an additional integration with respect to νpdyq, (13) follows without difficulty. To conclude, it is sufficient to see that for any f P L 2 pµ β,δ q, Lα ,β,δ f P L 2 pµ β,δ q (where Lα ,β,δ f is first interpreted as a distribution) if and only if f P D. This is done by adapting the arguments given in the first part of the proof, in particular we get that
For any α ą 0 and β ě 0, denote η " αβ. As a consequence of the previous lemma, we get that for any x P M ,
It appears that Lα ,β,δ 1 is continuous. The next result evaluates the uniform norm of this function.
Proposition 4 There exists a constant C ą 0, depending on M and }κ} 8 , such that for any β ě 1, δ P p0, 1s and α P p0, δ 2 {p2β 2we have
Proof In view of the expression of Lα ,β,δ 1pxq given before the statement of the proposition, we want to estimate for any fixed x P T, the quantity ż M exppβrU δ pxq´U δ pφ δ p´η, x, yqqsq|Jφ δ p´η,¨, yq|pxq νpdyq.
Consider the function ψpsq " U δ pxq´U δ pφ δ ps, x, yqq.
It has derivative ψ 1 psq " 1 2 x∇U δ , ∇κ δ p¨, yqypφ δ ps, x, yqq and second derivative ψ 2 psq "´1 4 Hess U δ p∇κ δ p¨, yqpφ δ ps, x, yqq, ∇κ δ p¨, yqpφ δ ps, x, yqqq´1 4 @ ∇U δ , ∇ ∇κ δ p¨,yqpφ δ ps,x,yqq ∇κ δ p¨, yq D .
For any η " αβ, there exists s P r0, ηs such that
This yields β pU δ pxq´U δ pφp´η, x, y"´β η 2 x∇U δ , ∇κ δ p¨, yqypxq βη 2 8`H ess U δ p∇κ δ p¨, yqpφ δ p´s, x, yqq, ∇κp¨, yqpφ δ p´s, x, yqqq`@∇U δ , ∇ ∇κp¨,yqpφ δ p´s,x,yqq ∇κp¨, yq DȎ bserve that for any a, b P R, we can find u, v P p0, 1q such that exppa`bq " p1`a`a 2 exppuaq{2qp1`b exppvbqq.
Apply this equality with a "´β η 2 x∇U δ , ∇κ δ p¨, yqypxq and b "´β η 2 8`H ess U δ p∇κ δ p¨, yqpφ δ ps, x, yqq, ∇κ δ p¨, yqpφ δ p´s, x, yqqq`@∇U δ , ∇ ∇κ δ p¨,yqpφ δ p´s,x,yqq ∇κ δ p¨, yq D˘.
Using the bounds
for some C 1 ą 0 (see e.g. [17] ), writing
we get
with C " 2C 1 }κ} 8 , together with
It follows that |a| " Opαβ 2 δ´2q and |b| " Opα 2 β 3 δ´4q, so in conjunction with the assumption αβ 2 δ´2 ď 1{2, we can write with (15) that
Integrating this expression, we get that ż M exppβrU δ pxq´U δ pφp´η, x, yqqsq|Jφ δ p´η,¨, yq|pxq νpdyq
where we used the fact that |Jφ δ p´η,¨, yq|pxq is uniformly bounded (see (20) below). We can now return to (14) and we obtain that for any x P M ,
Note that for η{δ ě 0 small enough (up to a universal factor, less than the injection radius of M ), we have
here log x is the inverse function of exp x and plog x˝φδ q 2 is the second derivative in the first variable. From this equality, in conjunction with (5) and (17), we get
first for αβ{δ 2 small enough and next by a compactness argument for all α, β, δ in the range described in the statement of Proposition 4. It also appears that |Jφ δ p´η,¨, yq|pxq is uniformly bounded when αβ 2 δ´2 ď 1 2 . This yields 1 α
Notice the first term in the right cancels with the second in the right of (14) . We also havé
Here the first term in the right cancels with the first term in the right of (14) . The bound announced in the lemma follows at once.
In particular, under the hypotheses of the previous proposition we get b µ β,δ rpLα ,β,δ 1q 2 s ď Cαβ 4 δ´4
The l.h.s. will be used in the next section, when αβ 4 δ´4 is small, as a discrepancy for the fact that µ β,δ is not necessarily an invariant measure for L α,β,δ .
Proof of Theorem 1
This is the main part of the paper: we are going to prove Theorem 1 by the investigation of the evolution of a L 2 type functional.
On M consider the algorithm X ≔ pX t q tě0 described in the introduction. For the time being, the schemes α : R`Ñ R˚, β : R`Ñ R`and δ : R`Ñ R˚are assumed to be continuously differentiable. Only later on, in Proposition 9, will we present the conditions insuring the wanted convergence (9) . On the initial distribution m 0 , the last ingredient necessary to specify the law of X, no hypothesis is made. We also denote m t the law of X t , for any t ą 0. We have that m t admits a C 1 density with respect to λ, which is equally written m t (for a proof we refer to the appendix of [3] ). As it was mentioned in the previous section, we want to compare these temporal marginal laws with the corresponding instantaneous Gibbs measures, which were defined in (10) with respect to the potentials U δ given in (2) . A convenient way to quantify this discrepancy is to consider the variance of the density of m t with respect to µ βt,δt under the probability measure µ βt,δt :
Our goal here is to derive a differential inequality satisfied by this quantity, which implies its convergence to zero under appropriate conditions on the schemes α and β. More precisely, our purpose is to obtain:
Proposition 5 There exists two constants c 1 , c 2 ą 0 such that for any t ą 0 with β t ě 1 and α t β 2 t δ´2 t ď 1{2, we have
where bpU q was defined in (6).
Proof
At least formally, there is no difficulty to differentiate the quantity I t with respect to the time t ą 0. For a rigorous justification of the following computations, we refer to the appendix of [3] , where the regularity of the temporal marginal laws in presence of jumps is discussed in detail (it is written in the situation considered there of the circle but can be extended to compact manifolds).
Thus we get at any time t ą 0, here we used the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The last term is easy to deal with:
Lemma 6 There exists C 0 ě 0, depending on κ, such that for any t ě 0, we have
Proof Since for any t ě 0 we have
it appears that @ x P M,
ż ż ż pppδ t , y, zqB δ ln ppδ t , y, zq´ppδ t , x, zqB δ ln ppδ t , x, zqq κpz, vqνpdvqµ βt ,δt pdyqλpdzq so that
Clearly oscpU δt q ď 2}κ} 8 . To finish the proof we are left to use the bound
for some C 2 ą 0 (see e.g. [17] ).
Denote for any t ą 0, f t ≔ m t {µ βt,δt . If this function was to be C 2 , we would get, by the martingale problem satisfied by the law of X, that żˆm
where L αt,βt,δt , described in the previous section, is the instantaneous generator at time t ě 0 of X. The interest of the estimate (21) comes from the decomposition of the previous term into ż L αt,βt,δt rf t´1 s pf t´1 q dµ βt,δt`ż L αt,βt,δt rf t´1 s dµ βt,δt
It follows from these bounds that to prove Proposition 5, it remains to treat the first term in the above r.h.s. A first step is:
Lemma 7 There exists a constant c 3 ą 0, such that for any α ą 0 and β ě 1 such that αβ 2 δ´2 ď 1{2, we have, for any f P C 2 pM q, ż L α,β,δ rf´1s pf´1q dµ β,δ ď´ˆ1 2´c
Proof For any α ą 0, β ě 0 and δ ą 0, we begin by decomposing the generator L α,β,δ into
where
and where R α,β,δ is the remaining operator. An immediate integration by parts leads to ż L β,δ rf´1s pf´1q dµ β,δ "´1 2
Thus our main task is to find a constant c 3 ą 0, such that for any α ą 0, β ě 1 and δ ą 0 with αβ 2 δ´2 ď 1{2, we have, for any f P C 2 pM q,ˇˇˇż R α,β,δ rf´1s pf´1q dµ β,δˇď c 3 αβ
By definition, we have for any f P C 2 pM q (but what follows is valid for f P C 1 pM q),
To evaluate this quantity, on one hand, recall that we have for any x P M ,
and on the other hand, write that for any x, y P M , f pφ δ pαβ, x, yqq´f pxq " αβ where I δ ps, x, yq " |Jφ δ p´s,¨, yq|pxq tpf pxq´1qµ β,δ pxq´pf pφ δ p´s, x, yqq´1qµ β,δ pφ δ p´s, x, yqqù pf pxq´1qµ β,δ pxqp1´|Jφ δ p´s,¨, yq|pxqq.
where J 1 is the integral containing the term p1´|Jφ δ p´s,¨, yq|pxqq. for some c 4 ą 0, which yields
ith c 5 " 1 4 c 4 , using again (17) . Moreover, we have
Recalling (20) , notice that |Jφ δ p´αβu,¨, yq|pxq and d µ β,δ pφ δ p´αβuv, x, yqq µ β,δ pxq are uniformly bounded, since αβ 2 δ´2 ď 1{2. Putting the integral with respect to v on the left, using Cauchy-Schwartz inequality for the integral in the right and making the change of variable z " φ δ p´αβuv, x, yq we get
where c 6 ě 0 is a constant independent from α, β, δ. Up to a change of this constant, we obtain
where we used (17) . So putting together (26) with the bounds for J 1 and J 2 we get the wanted result.
To conclude the proof of Proposition 5, we must be able to compare, for any β ě 0 and any f P C 1 pM q, the energy µ β,δ r|∇f | 2 s and the variance Varpf, µ β,δ q. This task was already done by Holley, Kusuoka and Stroock [15] , let us recall their result:
Proposition 8 Let r U be a C 1 function on a compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension m ě 1. Let bp r U q ě 0 be the associated constant as in (6) . For any β ě 0, consider the Gibbs measure r µ β given similarly to (10) . Then there exists a constant C M ą 0, depending only on M , such that the following Poincaré inequalities are satisfied:
We can now come back to the study of the evolution of the quantity I t " Varpf t , µ βt,δt q, for t ą 0. Indeed applying Lemma 7 and Proposition 8 with α " α t , β " β t , δ " δ t and f " f t , we get at any time t ą 0 such that β t ě 1, δ t P p0, 1s and α t β 2 This result leads immediately to conditions insuring the convergence toward 0 of the quantity I t for large times t ą 0:
Proposition 9 Let α, δ : R`Ñ R˚and β : R`Ñ R`be schemes as at the beginning of this section and assume: 
where for any t ą 0, F t ≔ a I t η t ≔ c 1 ppβ t δ´1 t q 2´5m expp´bpU δt qβ t q´α t β
The assumptions of the above proposition imply that for t ě 0 large enough, β t ě 1 and α t β 2 t δ´2 t ď 1{2. This insures that there exists T ą 0 such that (30) is satisfied for any t ě T (and also F T ă`8). We deduce that for any t ě T , The above assumptions were chosen to insure these properties.
In particular, the schemes given in (8) satisfy the hypotheses of the previous proposition (notice that bpU δ q Ñ bpU q as δ Ñ 0, due to the uniform convergence of U δ to U ), so that under the conditions of Theorem 1, we get Remark 10 Similarly to the approach presented for instance in [21, 23] , we could have studied the evolution of pE t q tą0 , which are the relative entropies of the time marginal laws with respect to the corresponding instantaneous Gibbs measures, namely
To get a differential inequality satisfied by these functionals, the spectral gap estimate of Holley, Kusuoka and Stroock [15] recalled in Proposition 8 must be replaced by the corresponding logarithmic Sobolev constant estimate.1
